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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis a template web application with an associated guideline was developed. 
This template application and guideline is intended to be used by none software 
developers that want to implement web applications as a daily tool/platform in their 
daily business. The thesis question to be answered was how this template application 
and guideline should look like.  
 
To develop the template application and its guideline a literature review was first 
conducted. This literature review focused on finding the best approach how to create 
a web application that is suitable for none software developers to use as a platform on 
a more daily basis.  The main criteria for this kind of application is learnability and 
maintainability. The application should be as easy as possible to understand and built 
in such a way that the maintainability is high. The literature review findings showed 
that the application should be built by using object-oriented programming paradigm 
instead of procedural programming paradigm. The main reasons for this are that earlier 
experiments shows that this code is more maintainable and include less number of 
lines of code. The review also showed that a framework should be used because the 
support in form of documentation, tutorials and already existing well tested code is to 
prefer. 
 
After the literature review a case study was conducted at a company wanting to 
implement web application as a common tool but the resources meant to maintain the 
application isn’t software developers but engineers with limited knowledge of 
programming. The case study was to create an application with a user interface 
showing the production plans for different assembly lines and a user interface to see 
and update kitting wagon status for the same lines. One path in this application was 
used to describe a template application, where the structure both for the frontend and 
the backend is suggested to be use for upcoming additional features. The code in the 
same path was more detailed described and contained, except the traditional code 
comments, more general information about web applications and the used frameworks 
way of solving some basic features such as route handling and service containers, this 
part is called the guideline. 
 
The template application and the guideline has been evaluated by a reference group at 
the case study company. Based on the evaluation the guideline was updated with 
information and after a second and final review the template application and the 
guideline were finished. 
 
The conclusion is that by using the template application and the guideline produced 
in this thesis these companies has a good base to start from when trying out if web 
applications are the suitable tool for them. This thesis does not evaluate real-life 
usage of the template application and its guideline and therefore this is a suitable 
suggestion as future work. 
 

Keywords: web application, programming 
paradigms, framework, template.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 Background 
Today the knowledge of programming is more and more spread to other professionals 
then just software developers and the trend is increasing, from 2018 programming 
lectures is mandatory in all Swedish schools [1]. Especially within industrial 
manufacturing businesses there is well-educated technicians with basic knowledge in 
programming collected from university studies. 

The author of this report has a hypothesis that self-maintained web applications for 
internal use in small to mid-size businesses would be a great tool to help them to 
become more digital without any large demand for competence development of their 
existing personal or large investments. 

Web applications is a relatively easy way to create simple applications and quickly 
deploy them in production. They can continually be maintained and extended with no 
need for reinstallations, the only need for the end user is access to a web browser. [2]  

When the application is installed on a webserver that is administrated by the 
companies own IT-departments, the possibility to set user authorization to the web 
application gives that the otherwise critical issue with internet security is not that 
critical anymore, the level of security will be the same as for the fileservers used for 
internal use. 

Examples of suitable applications is fetching data from the business system and 
displaying this information with a more user-friendly interface. It could for example 
be production plans, order information and part details. If a database is connected to 
the applications, it is not that difficult to fetch input from the user and store this 
information. For example, the progress on a certain order. 

 Purpose 
The purpose/scope with this thesis is to create a template application with belonging 
guideline that could be used as a template for these companies. 

This thesis will address these issues and analyzed with help of literature review 
combined with creating a template application and guideline that will be evaluate by 
the customer at the case study company. 

1.2.1 Case study 

The case study will be performed in the production department at a mid-size 
manufacturing company from now on called the Company.  

The Company has a need to find a suitable platform for creating small applications to 
be able to share information in an easy way to employees working on the shop floor. 
Now shared Excel files and print outs is the main choice for sharing information. The 
limitations in spreading new information quickly and the high amount of manual 
work needed to update all information is both a source for error and a waste of man 
hours. 
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In this case study a web application will be developed with the purpose to connect 
the business system (contains order information) with the takt systems (contains the 
information of which machine is on each station) and based on this joined 
information supply the assemblers with information about the production plan and 
supply material feeders with information on which orders that’s next on line and 
needed to be kitted. The kitting status will be saved into a database. 

1.2.1.1 Requirements 
Except for the technical requirements on the application it need to fulfill: 
 

 The code must be written in a way that a resource with basic skills in 
programming with an acceptable effort can understand and do minor 
updates on the application. 

 Resources intended to extend the application should only need basic 
knowledge in web application programming to be able to modify and 
extend the application. For example, if the company asks students for 
help. 

1.2.1.2 Delimitations 
Server installation and configuration will not be in the scope for this thesis and it is 
assumed that either a webserver already is available or that there is available resource 
capable to do this within the company.  
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2 QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED  
The main question in this thesis is: 
‘How can a web application and guideline for the web application look like so that 
it can be maintained by none software developers (from now on called the reference 
group) with basic skills in programming?’ 
  
To answer this main question two other questions will first be answered in this 
thesis: 
 

 What application concepts is easiest for the reference group to 
understand? 

 How should a guideline be structured to have the biggest impact on 
the reference groups understanding of the applications? 

These two questions will be explained more in detailed in the next subchapters. 
 
The goal will be to create and evaluate a template application and a guideline that 
explains the chosen application concept and to introduce the reference group to web 
applications and its main purpose is to be a sufficient tool for the reference group to 
be able to maintain the web application on their own.  

 Which application concepts should be used? 
Two major concept choices within web application development will be investigated 
in this thesis.  

 Which programming paradigms should be used, procedural or object-
oriented? 

 Should a framework be used? 

The choice of these concepts will give the fundamental input how the web 
application setup should be developed. 
 
The programming paradigm will tell us how we should divide the code into different 
blocks. Whether or not to use a framework will have a lot of impact if the application 
should consist of own developed basic mandatory functions such as route handling or 
if this should be inherited from a framework. 

 How should the template application and the 
guideline structure look like? 

How can a template application and a guideline look like and what should it contain 
to give the reference group the best possibilities to learn and understand the web 
application? 
 
This template application and guideline should be used by the reference group as a 
tutorial to web applications in general and as an introduction how the customers web 
application is setup. It can also be used as the demand specification as the required 
setup on new applications to external resources if these are to be used.  
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3 METHOD 

 Literature review  
In this step already existing publications regarding the thesis questions asked in chapter 
2 will be investigated. In most cases the existing publications are intended to software 
developers and for the benefit for this thesis these publications need to be read from 
another point of view. 
 
An analyze will be made on the collected information and from a theoretical point of 
view the thesis questions will be discussed and answered. 
 
The Swedish national library system LIBRIS (http://uppsok.libris.kb.se/sru/uppsok) 
have been used when searching for Swedish thesis within these three topics. For 
foreign publications and articles Googles search engine has been the choice for 
conducting these searches.   

 Case study application 
The first step and to be able to create the case study application is to document the 
customer requirements on the application. Which features does the customer want the 
application to deliver. 
 
The second step is that based on the outcome from the literature review, regarding the 
application concepts, use these concepts to design and develop the case study 
application. 

 Guideline and template application proposal 
Once the case study application is completed some part of that code will be used to 
create a proposal of a template application and a belonging guideline. The template 
application and the guideline should help the reference group to follow the different 
parts of the application. 

 Evaluation of the guideline 
When the proposal of the template application and the belonging guideline is ready the 
reference group will evaluate the result. 
This will be done with small group sessions where the template application and 
guideline are stepped into and follow from start to finish. 
 
The reference group will be able to leave their feedback on the template application 
and guideline. 

 Analyze 
The feedback results from the evaluation of the guideline will be in form of comments 
and suggestions for improvements on the guideline. These proposals will be analyzed 
to either confirm or refute if they will help to increase the guideline purpose. 
 
The analyze is carried out by consulting the previous conducted literature review or by 
conduction a general reasoning about the suggestion. To confirm the analysis results 
the guideline should, if applicable, be updated and a new evaluation of the guideline 
should be conducted. 
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This sequence of tasks will be iterated until the reference group do not find any more 
suggestions how the guideline can be improved. 

 Conclusion 
The final phase summarizes all the relevant findings of the main points and the 
concluding statements based on that summary will be made. Any other 
recommendations based on personal opinion that has not been discussed earlier in the 
thesis will now be addressed.
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4 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 Introduction 
This literature study is divided into three parts. First we look at the programming 
paradigms procedural and object-oriented programming. In the second section we 
analyze the existing publications regarding if framework should be used or not and in 
the final section a conclusion about the findings is made. 

 Demands on the application 
As mentioned earlier in this thesis the focus is to create an application for none 
software developers and the primary demand is to choose a programming paradigm 
that supports this in the sense to keep the application as understandable as possible for 
new comers and choose whether or not a frame work should be used. 
 
Normally different paradigms and other aspects of architecture choices are compared 
based on demands such as [3]: 
 

 Maintainability 
 Maturity 
 Performance 
 Portability 
 Testability 
 Modularity 
 Popularity 

 
But in this study these, except maintainability, are not considered instead learnability 
is the key in this application. The focus is to find, for the reference group, simplest 
paradigm but that still can create a proper application. 

 Programming paradigms 
4.3.1 Procedural programming (POP) 
It is not that often you hear or read about this paradigm, neither in your student 
literature or in any published articles. You might even confuse it with the paradigm 
functional programming, but this is a completely different thing. The main reason for 
this is that it is the basic paradigm, the procedural programming concept is a step-by-
step instruction for the computer to follow and you can follow the code from the top 
to the bottom.  
 
The low-level programming languages/ machine code and the first high-level 
languages that was develop in the 1940’s/1950’s all was/are procedural languages or 
even called imperative languages. [4] The word imperative means ‘to give commands’ 
[5] 
     
If a certain part of the program must be executed at different stages within the 
computation this part can be written as a subprogram. Subprogram can be referred as 
procedures, subroutines, methods or functions. Subprograms can be used to divide the 
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program into smaller parts where the different parts have a distinct purpose and this to 
increase the understanding of the program. [4] 
 
The subprogram is globally available within the complete application and can be used 
to change state on a global variable that another subprogram is depending upon. The 
only way to verify how the use of this subprogram will impact the application is to 
follow the complete program step by step. [6]  
 
To handle larger systems, you often group subprograms into modules. There is no 
specific criteria’s how the sub functions should be grouped together and the grouping 
can be pointless if there is not a good logic way to keep control of the different 
modules. 
 
Some say that a single subprogram should consist of maximum 40 to 50 lines of code, 
this because it’s hard for a programmer to not easily read and understand larger 
segments. Of the same reason the number of subprograms should not exceed 40 to 50. 
That would mean that programs larger than 1600 – 2500 lines of code would be hard 
to understand. Today many useful applications are tens of thousands to more than 
hundreds of thousands of lines of code and it’s clear that another structure is needed 
for these applications. [4] 

 

4.3.2 Object-oriented programming (OOP) 
Let start by trying to define what an object is by looking at Matt Weisfelds example 
and definition [7]: 
 
“When you look at a person, you see the person as an object. And an object is defined 
by two terms: attributes and behaviors. A person has attributes, such as eye color, age, 
height, and so on. A person also has behaviors, such as walking, talking, breathing, 
and so on. In its basic definition, an object is an entity that contains both data and 
behavior. The word both is the key difference between object-oriented programming 
and other programming methodologies. In procedural programming, for example, 
code is placed into totally distinct functions or procedures” 
 
So, in object-oriented programming we collect both data and behaviors in a container. 
By encapsulating these two things together in the same container we create an object. 
The data is usually referred as attributes and behaviors as methods. The fundamental 
advantage of object-oriented programming is that the data and the operations that 
manipulate the data are both encapsulated in the same object and that the entire object 
can be transported across the network. [7].  
 
To describe and define our objects we use classes. A class is like a blueprint/template 
for creating the object. [8] Based on a specific class we can initiate as many objects 
we want, and each object will contain its own sets of attributes and the required 
methods. 
 
Methods is used to implement a required behavior of a class. An object that is created 
from a specific class has the methods as defined in the class. Methods may implement 
behaviors that are called from other objects or to implement an internal behavior of the 
class. Internal behaviors are private and cannot be accessible by other objects [7] 
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The possibility to be able to choose which methods that’s only available within the 
class (private) and which methods that is available from outside the class (public) is 
one advantage in object-oriented programming. The public methods can also be called 
interfaces. [7] 
 
Keeping the number of public methods or interfaces as low as possible gives you the 
security of having only a few possibilities for the outside world to change your objects 
data. It helps keeping a lot of functionality secure within your class. This allows you 
to change and extend your class without the risk that your application to break. [9] 
 
The way object-oriented programming handle code reuse is one powerful feature. It is 
called inheritance and it allows a class to inherit the attributes and methods of another 
class. The parent class, also called superclass, contains attributes and behaviors that 
are common to classes that inherit from it. [7] 
 
Let see if an example helps us to understand. We start with the class human, it contains 
attributes such as age, name, gender and methods(behavior) like walking and reading. 
These attributes and methods are valid for all humans. Now we create two more classes 
kid and adult. Both classes share the same features that all humans have (by 
inheritance) but they might also have some unique attributes and methods that only is 
applicable for either kids or adult, such as school, teacher, got milk tooth’s, employee 
and salary.   
 
As stated above all subclasses inherit the interfaces from their superclass, so by 
inhering you can ‘force’ the subclass to implement a specific interface. However, the 
subclass can override these interfaces and that basically means replacing the parent’s 
interface with its own. [7] 
 
The final thing I want to mention about classes is its constructor. A constructor is as 
the startup point for the class when a new object is initiated. For example, when you 
initiate a new human object you might parse some basic attributes such as the age and 
gender and these can be set right away as class attributes.  

4.3.3 Comparison between programming paradigms 
When we compare these two paradigms, we easily recognize that the object-oriented 
paradigm has a lot more features then the procedural programming paradigm. 
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Table 1 - Comparison between POP and OOP 

Comparison POP OOP 
Division of code Code divided into units 

called functions or 
subprograms 

Entire program is divided 
into objects that encapsulant 
both attributes and methods 
 

Data security No logical way of hiding data Possibility to choose which 
attributes and methods that 
should be public available or 
kept private within the class 

 
Data sharing Global data is shared 

between the functions in the 
program 

Data attributes is stored in 
objects and shared by the 
objects methods. 

Inheritance There is no functionality 
supporting inheritance. 

Possibility to reuse code by 
in heritage 
 

 
Earlier experiments show that an object-oriented language generates more 
maintainable code than procedure-oriented languages. It is fewer lines of code to 
change and fewer lines to add when maintain an application. For other comparison 
variables the experiment indicates some better results for object-oriented languages 
and for no variable it generates a result that are any worse. [10] 

 Use framework or not 
One way to reuse code is to use a framework. In a framework there is a library of 
tools for different kind of functionality, but it also contains a recommended structure 
for the application. The amount of different available functionality differs between 
the frameworks some are slim with limited number of default functions and some are 
big with a lot of different functions to choose between. Since this thesis is about web 
applications this chapter is all about web application frameworks. 
 
In the following chapters we will try to see which the benefits and concerns are by 
using a framework. 

4.4.1 Why use frameworks 
On Symfonys, one of the biggest PHP-frameworks, website they say that you should 
use a framework because then you get an application that is in compliance with the 
business rules, structured, maintainable and upgradeable. The application will be faster 
to develop by re-using modules and the re-used modules will be tested and sustainable 
and with high quality code. [11] 
  
By following the predefined structure in a framework the longevity of the application 
will be better ensured then if a developer on his own hand has set the structure. Due 
to that any developer, even they who has not created the application from the 
beginning, more easily can understand the application. [11]  

Symphony states that a framework is not a black box, that it is still plain PHP 
programming language that is used. [11]  
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A framework supplier, such as Symfony, is biased in this question so let us see what 
Marcus Gustafsson found in his study where he compared frontend framework Vue 
against plain Vanilla JavaScript and his findings was that: 
 
Reusability 
Vue has HTML-templates that are easy to reuse, in Vanilla JavaScript you don’t use 
template that can be reused but as normal you can reuse functions. The conclusion is 
that the code in Vue gets more DRY because of the reusable html templates. [12] 
 
Readability 
According to Marcus study Vue’s code is easier to read. The HTML-template does it 
much easier to read the code and to imagine the result on the webpage compared to 
Vanilla JavaScript that builds up the html structure node by node. 
In Vue’s Single File Component, the HTML, CSS and JavaScript code is all together 
for a specific component. This structure also increases the readability of the code. 
[12] 
 
Lines of code 
Thanks to the HTML-template the number of code lines is considerably shorter in 
Vue. In JavaScript, as mentioned earlier, the HTML-structure is build node by node 
and it both requires a higher amount of lines of code but it also less user-friendly and 
intuitive. [12] 
 
Sofie Hjelm, in her study, finds that the major benefits of using a framework was the 
help that was available in form of communities, documentation and tutorials and the 
decreased time for developing an application. [13] 
 

4.4.2 Why not use frameworks 
The drawbacks by using a framework is that it takes some time to learn the 
framework syntax to be able to use the framework fully potential. So, if the 
developer is not experience with this framework since before the native language 
could be more efficient. It depends on the complexity of the applications, if the 
learning curve is high and the complexity of the application is low the total time to 
develop the application can be higher than if using the native language and vice 
versa. [13] 

 Conclusion from the literature review 
As we saw in earlier chapters there is a lot of benefits by using object-oriented 
programming paradigm. Especially the possibility to create a more maintainable code 
is one of the main reasons that the conclusion of which programming paradigm to 
choose is the object-oriented paradigm. 
 
About the question whether to use a framework in the application the benefits by 
using existing and well tested code as well as good documented instructions of how 
to use the existing modules makes the conclusion that a framework should be used.  
 
The existing criticism against framework, is that it can have a long learning curve. 
This is the case when comparing the development of a new application by a software 
developer already knowing the native language. In this thesis we are looking for the 
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best solution for none software developers that has no earlier knowledge in the native 
languages that the framework is based upon and then the benefits with an already 
exiting and well documented code is to prefer.  
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5 CASE STUDY APPLICATION 
As mentioned in the introduction chapter, the case study will be conducted a mid-size 
manufacturing company located in Sweden (the customer). 
The customer wants to have a platform for creating web applications within the 
production department and wish to have an example application how this web 
application could look like and a proper instruction or tutorial how the application 
works, we call it a guideline. The main difference from a bought application will be 
that the customer wants to be able to maintain the application themselves and can’t 
rely on support neither from the developer or other software developers, this means 
that the application will be maintained by engineers with basic knowledge within 
programming. 

 Application requirements 
The application should deliver two user interfaces, one showing separate production 
plans for the three different assembly lines and one interface showing the kitting 
wagon status for the same three lines. 
 
The application should beside the frontend user interface also include the backend 
logic with fetching the data and convert it to a proper format before sending the 
response back to the frontend. 
 
The requirements for each function will be described further in following subchapters. 

5.1.1 Production plan 
A production plan shows the machines to be produced on a certain line. 
 
The production plan should consist of a table showing manufacturing number, machine 
name, machine description, information that the planner added in the information field 
and the time when the machine is planned to be started on the line. 
 
This information should be fetched from the company business system Movex. 
 
The production plan should start with the machine manufacturing number on the 
machine that currently is on the last station on the line, this information is available 
from each line takt system. 
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Figure 1 - Result of the production plan view 
  

5.1.2 Kitting wagon status 
Kitting wagons is used to pick parts from a centralized storage and supply the different 
line and preassembly stations, depending for which line, the number of kitting wagons 
needed to supply the stations with material differ. 
  
The kitting wagon status view should supply information about which wagons that is 
required to be kitted on each line and for each takt. The different status codes should 
be White – Not started, Yellow – Ongoing, Green – Finished and Red – Stopped. The 
user should have the possibility to update the kitting wagon status. 
 
The top row in the view should display the kitting wagons needed for the ongoing takt 
and the second row should show the status on the kitting wagons needed for next takt 
and so on. 
 
A separate configuration file should be used to modify the number of kit wagons 
needed, the kit wagon description and the ‘offset’ between the kit wagons. The number 
of new orders to be visible to pick should be able to modify in the configuration file. 
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Figure 2 - Result of the kitting wagon status view 
 

 
Figure 3 - Kitting wagon configuration 

 Application setup 
The application setup will be divided into a frontend and a backend application 
according to the following setup. Each part will be described in separate subchapters. 
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Figure 4 - Overview prodWeb application setup 
 

5.2.1 Frontend 
As per the conclusion from the literature review, I’ve chosen to use a framework for 
the frontend application. The choice was on Vue. 
 
In this thesis no deeper analyze of why Vue has been chosen as the frontend framework 
will be made, but the three [14] most popular frameworks within web application 
frontend development was compared: 
 
Table 2 - Comparison Frontend Frameworks 

Comparison React Angular Vue 
Size [15] 46 KB 92 KB 

 
44 kB 

Learning curve [15] Moderate Steep 
 

Easy 

Stars at Github [16] 126950 47078 135477 
 
The number one reason that Vue was chosen was because it is recognized as the 
easiest framework to learn. Beside this it was also in top in the two other parameters 
that was analyzed, size and popularity on GitHub. 
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Figure 5 - Frontend application setup 
 
The different paths within the frontend application will have a similar setup as 
described in Figure 5, these steps will be explained in detailed in the guideline. 

5.2.2 Backend 
The backend is built by multiple backend services that each has an API interface. The 
choice of choosing micro services is: 

 Encapsulating the code into smaller pieces this to increase understanding 
by having smaller applications. 

 In future development have the possibility to change programming 
language, framework etc. without the need of recreate the complete 
backend application. 

 
For creating the different backend micro services needed for this application, the PHP 
framework Slim 3 will be used. As for the frontend framework, no deeper analyze was 
made of why Slim 3 was chosen. But by looking on an already existing comparison 
[17] this framework is rated as the number one micro framework and benefits such as 
extremely light weighted, REST base architecture and well organized and thorough 
documentation are highlighted. 
 
Each micro service in the application will have a similar structure, as per figure 6.  
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Figure 6 - Backend micro service setup 
The different steps will be explained in detailed in the guideline. 
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6 GUIDELINE 

 Requirements 
The requirements on the guideline is that it should be a basic introduction to web 
applications and a tutorial how the template web application at the customer is 
structured. 
 
The guideline should be on that level that none software developers, but still resources 
with some programming experience, should be able to follow what is happening 
throughout the application call and with help of the guideline have the possibility to 
do minor updates.  

 Guideline development 
The guideline is designed as template applications with the documentation as inline 
comments. There is only one summary page connected to each template application 
that gives the overview/summary to the reader. There are two templates available, one 
for frontend and one for backend. In each template one request is followed until 
response is sent back. All code is thoroughly commented and explained and external 
links to retrieve extended information is available. 

 Guideline explained 
In this chapter we will step through the different steps in the guideline for frontend and 
for backend. At the same time the application itself will be explained. Only snap shots 
will be available in the report and for the full guideline code see the appendix section.  

6.3.1 Frontend 

6.3.1.1 Introduction 
On the introduction page the user will find a short introduction and background to the 
frontend application. It describes the path through the application to be followed to be 
able to step by step walkthrough the guideline and template application. 
The different techniques HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Vue and Bootstrap are highlighted 
and external links to more information is provided. An overview of which tools that 
has been used to set up the developer environment is available.  
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Figure 7 - Introduction page to frontend template 

6.3.1.2 Step 1 – src/main.js 
Application information 
We start by bootstrapping the framework Vue and import external libraries Bootstrap 
and FontAwesome.  
 
Guideline information 
The guideline gives short information about the framework Vue. What stylesheets are 
and why we download external libraries with CSS code. 
 
It highlights the lines of code that direct us to the next step, step 2 src/App.vue. 
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Figure 8 – Frontend step 1, main.js 

6.3.1.3 Step 2 – src/App.vue 
Application information 
This is the root component in the web page, mounting the div id=”app”. We load the 
top navigation bar, by mounting it here in the root component it will always be visible. 
The other component that is loaded is the <router-view>, its content depends of the 
user request that is loaded in the next step.  
 
Guideline information 
The guideline gives short information about the component structure in Vue. Small 
introduction to HTML and JavaScript. 
 
It highlights the lines of code that by a Vue-built in method will direct us to the next 
step, step 3 src/router.js. 
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Figure 9 - Frontend step 2, App.vue 

6.3.1.4 Step 3 – src/router.js 
Application information 
Depending on the incoming route a view component is loaded. 
 
Guideline information 
The guideline provides short information about lazy loading that is used and about 
basic setups of the Vue router. A link to more information about Vue’s router is 
supplied. 
 
The code that redirect the user to the next step is highlighted. 
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Figure 10 - Frontend step 3, router.js 

6.3.1.5 Step 4 – view/Kitting.vue 
Application information 
We add a header below the top navigation bar on the web page. The next component 
that is the kitting table is called on. 
 
Guideline information 
Information about some of the Bootstrap design templates is given. A link to W3C 
recommended naming rules is given. 
 
The code that redirect the user to the last step is highlighted. 
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Figure 11 - Frontend step 4, view/Kitting.vue 

6.3.1.6 Step 5 – components/tables/Kitting.vue 
Application information 
In this last component we have methods both fetching the kitting wagon status from 
the backend and render the kitting wagon status table on the web page. It contains the 
method to send a request to the backend to request that the kitting wagon status should 
be updated. 
 
Guideline information 
Information about the Bootstrap table design template is given. Also a short 
introduction to the Vue built in functionality v-for, v-on and set/clearInterval is 
available. 
 
Information about how the JavaScript method fetch is used for Getting data from the 
backend and Posting data to the backend is given. 
 
This is the last step in the frontend guideline. 
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Figure 12 - Frontend step 5, components/tables/Kitting.vue 

6.3.2 Backend 

6.3.2.1 Introduction 
On the introduction page the user will, as on the frontend application introduction 
page, find an overview of which tools that has been used and links to relevant external 
guidelines for these tools. The file sequence the user should follow within the template 
application to see the different steps in the guideline is stated. 
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Figure 13 - Introduction page to backend template 

6.3.2.2 Step 1 – index.php 
Application information 
In index.php we bootstrap the framework Slim 3 and we add services and configuration 
files into the service container. We enable cross-origin sharing to the response object 
header. 
 
We use the Slim 3 Route handler to initiate a KittingController object and call for the 
method line.   
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Guideline information 
The different steps how the Slim 3 framework is initiated is described. The concepts 
of a service container/ dependency injector and autoloader are highlighted. 
Information about cross-origin resource sharing is given. 
 
The route handler is described, and the different request methods is explained. External 
links to further information is available. 
 
It highlights the lines of code that direct us to the next step, step 2 
src/classes/KittingController.php. 

 
Figure 14 - Backend step 1, index.php 

6.3.2.3 Step 2 – src/classes/KittingController.php 
Application information 
The KittingController gathers information by calling on different methods from the 
Kitting object, it collects data that it returns to the requester as a json array. 
 
Guideline information 
The guideline describes the purpose with a controller class and class properties and 
methods. The built in PHP functionality that the application uses are shortly described 
and external reference for further information is given. 
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The next step, Step 3 is the Kitting object and actually the KittingController and the 
Kitting object works in parallel and not in sequence. 
 

 
Figure 15 - Backend step 2, src/classes/KittingController.php 

6.3.2.4 Step 3 – src/classes/Kitting.php 
Application information 
This class gather the logic methods for reading and writing data to the database. It 
fetches information from the configuration file and modify and convert the data to a 
proper structure.  
 
Guideline information 
The guideline for this step is rather like the one for KittingController, a couple of other 
php built-in functions is described while its used and external reference where to learn 
more about SQL. In this step there is an example available how the revision handling 
should be done. 
 
This step finalizes the guideline. 
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Figure 16 - Backend step 3, src/Kitting.php 

 Guideline evaluation 
The evaluation was divided into two parts, during the first evaluation the complete 
guideline was reviewed and in the second one the updated parts of the guideline and a 
general discussion was held. In total, each member in the reference group spent about 
2 hours on the guideline evaluation. 
 

6.4.1 First evaluation 
The first evaluation was conducted by dividing the reference group into two smaller 
teams. This to increase the time for each group member to have the opportunity to 
make his voice heard during the session and the second reason was to minimize how 
the team members influence each other during the session. Each team consisted of two 
members from the reference group and the author of this thesis. During each session, 
the author of this thesis guided the team through these steps: 
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 Quick review of the user interface of the template application, this to give 
the team a good understanding of the functionality of the template 
application they were about to review 

 The different files and methods that the backend and frontend templates 
contain of was walkthrough step by step. Discussions were made with 
focus on the choice of tools the template application was built upon and 
the information available in the guideline and the way the guideline was 
structured 

 Summarizing the team’s comments and suggestions of improvements. 
  
In the two next subchapters the comments and suggestions for improvement from the 
two different teams are listed. Suggestions of improvements are highlighted in bold 
text. 

6.4.1.1 Evaluation comments group 1 
 Good to have the information as inline comments 
 The level of the information was good 
 The information page could have a flowchart showing all 

function/method calls and not only the flow between the different 
files 

 A description of the developer environment would be good to have 

6.4.1.2 Evaluation comments group 2 
 Best practice to have the information stored beside the code 
 It could be suitable using a tool to help generate documentation 

directly from the source code. 
 Right choice to choose framework and object-oriented paradigm 
 How about version handling, should Git be used or some other tool? 
 See a great a potential to have this kind of tool available, see a lot of 

potential to increase the usage 
 
6.4.2 Second evaluation 
After the first evaluation the result was analyzed, please see chapter ‘7.1 Analyze 
Guideline evaluation, first evaluation’ before continuing reading this chapter for better 
understanding.  
 
In the second evaluation, a discussion was held with the complete reference group. By 
holding a discussion session with the complete group, the intention was to get a 
complete picture of what the group thought about the template application and the 
associated guideline. 
 
The author of this thesis displayed all the comments and suggestions for improvements 
that had been raised by both groups during the first evaluation. Then he presented the 
results from the analyze that had been conducted after the first evaluated, for those 
suggestions that had been found suitable to add to the guideline the update proposals 
were looked at. 
 
The comments raised during this second evaluation is stated in the next subchapter. 
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6.4.2.1 Evaluation comments 
 All suggestions are good and should be implemented 
 By adding the more detailed flow chart it will be easier for the resource 

to understand the flow through the application and easier to find the code 
block to be maintained or updated  

 Agree that it is enough to have the revision history as comments within 
the code. If too complicated to update versions, it will not be made at all 
so keep it as simple as possible 

 What also is important except having the developer tools defined is to 
have a good test environment to be able to test around before deploying 
to production 

 When a real need for maintenance or debugging occurs in the application 
the guideline will show its potential.  
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7 ANALYZE ON THE GUIDELINE EVALUATION 
The guideline has been evaluated twice. In the first evaluation some suggestions of 
improvements and need of clarification was raised, and these will be addressed in the 
first subchapter. In the second evaluation the updated parts of the guideline were 
walked through and a final discussion were made. 

 Guideline evaluation, first evaluation 
7.1.1 Extended flowchart on the introduction page 
In the evaluation a suggestion was to extend the existing flowchart with an extra 
flowchart showing the flow between the different methods. The purpose of the existing 
flowchart was to give the user an overview of the application setup. For details the 
user had to dig into the code and explore. The benefit to have a detail flowchart as 
suggested in the evaluation is that the user faster and easier would find his or hers point 
of interest. 
 
A proposal was made of the new flowchart and added to the guidelines introduction 
page and was reviewed in the second evaluation.  

7.1.2 Developer environment 
Another suggestion was to add a section on the introduction page the gives a proposal 
of which developer software that can be used to maintain the application. It should also 
contain the syntax needed for example creating the frontend minified build. 
 
On the introduction page this was added and was reviewed in the second evaluation. 

7.1.3 Version control system 
One thing that was missing in the first edition of the guideline was how to manage the 
version control, should a tool like Git be used or should it be handled in another way? 
 
And the focus is to create an application that will be maintained by none software 
developers. The knowledge and the time to handle a Git repository will not be 
available. Instead it is suggested to use inline comments to document any changes. An 
example of this was added into the guideline to be evaluated in the second evaluation. 

7.1.4 Document generator 
As for the same reason of not using tools like Git for version control, that the 
resource that will maintain the application most likely will neither have the 
knowledge or the time to use specialized tools to produce code documentation. 
Instead the ambition should be to write as good as possible inline comments. 
 
In this case no update on the guideline has been made and this approach was discussed 
during the second evaluation. 

 Guideline evaluation, second evaluation 
In the second evaluation no new suggestions of improvements on the guideline were 
raised. The comments made by the reference group was that all proposed updates 
should be implemented into the guideline to increase the level of understanding of the 
application.  
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Beside that it was agreed to implement the proposals, the rest of the comments were 
about how it will be to use the guideline in real-life. One thing that the group wished 
for, during the first evaluation, was to have a suggestion on which software that could 
be suitable to use for maintaining the application, this was added in the guideline. 
During the second evaluation session another comment was that a test environment 
must be available, were the possibility to test updated code with the same environment 
as the production server before deploying. As for the production web server 
installation and configuration this is a delimitation within the thesis scope and will not 
be a part of this thesis or in the guideline, but it must be highlighted that having the 
support to install and configure the server environment is critical. 
 
The final comments were that it is hard to estimate to what degree the guideline will 
help them in real-life when/if they need to do debugging. It needs to be a real-life 
scenario. But with the help supplied with the guideline and the template application 
they have a good start point. 
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8 CONCLUSION 
Whether or not a web application is a good tool to use as a common tool for none 
professional software developers to use in their daily business is hard to give a distinct 
answer for. What this thesis has conducted is an attempt to give the ones who want to 
try to use web application the best possible prerequisites by creating a template 
application and describing it by a guideline. 
 
The proposal of the template application and the guideline setup was based on the 
literature review findings showing that object-oriented paradigm and use of framework 
was to prefer. The template application was also based on a real-life application based 
on a case study conducted at a company aiming to implement the template application 
and guideline. The template application and guideline has been evaluated by a 
reference group at the same company and based on the evaluations updates was made. 
 
Based on the feedback retrieved during the evaluation sessions from the reference 
group the conclusion is that the guideline produced in this thesis will be a good help 
to start from when trying out if web applications is a suitable tool to use by none 
software developers. The references group was pleased with the content and the 
structure of the guideline. Although they highlighted that this was from a theoretical 
point of view and to be completely sure it would be needed to evaluate both the 
guideline and the structure of template application after it would have been deployed 
in production for a longer period. 
 
Some personal conclusions while conduction this thesis is that beside a good 
template application and guideline it is crucial that the reference group has the right 
support from responsible at the IT-department to setup and configure the web and 
database servers, both for production environment but also for setting up a good 
development environment. This part was excluded from this thesis and assumed 
existed. But most important of all to get this kind of project successful is the 
willingness and interest of the resource planning to deploy and maintain these kinds 
of applications. 
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9 FUTURE WORK 
A suitable continue to this thesis would be to do a follow up study at the customer to 
see if the application template is in use and if so if any modifications has been done 
either on the application template or in the guideline. At the same time, it would also 
be interesting to follow up how the reference group are coping to maintain the 
application without any support from ‘professionals. 
 
Another interesting scope for future work would be to implement the template 
application on another business unit and to evaluate the reflections from a comparison 
reference group.  
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11 APPENDIX 
 

 Guideline – Frontend 
11.1.1 Introduction page
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11.1.2 Step 1 – src/main.js 
/* 
 * SETTING UP THE APPLICATION 
 */ 
 
// Import Vue library 
// Vue is a framework for building user interfaces. 
// The core library is focused on the view layer (UI) only. 
// This is perfect in Dynapac Web application cause Models (the logic) and Control 
(controller) 
// is handle in the backend API:s 
import Vue from 'vue' 
 
// Globally register all base components for convenience, because they 
// will be used very frequently. 
import App from './App.vue' // Main component that will be the root for all other components 
import router from './router' // Seperate file to handle all incoming client request. 
https://vuejs.org/v2/guide/routing.html 
import store from './store' // Remove?? 
 
// Stylesheets for the complete application is imported 
// CSS is used to style the web page and lay it out. 
// For example, you can use CSS to alter the font, color, size, and spacing of your content, 
// split it into multiple columns, or add animations and other decorative features 
// https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Learn/CSS 
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// Bootstrap CSS 
// Bootstrap is a free collection of tools for creating a websites and web applications. 
// It contains HTML and CSS-based design templates for typography, forms, buttons, 
// navigation and other interface components, as well as optional JavaScript extensions. 
// Simplified its a toolbox for create design components 
// https://www.w3schools.com/bootstrap4/default.asp 
// https://getbootstrap.com/docs/4.3/getting-started/introduction/ 
import 'bootstrap' 
import 'bootstrap/dist/css/bootstrap.min.css' 
 
// Font Awesome is a libary with icons for the web 
// https://fontawesome.com/how-to-use/on-the-web/referencing-icons/basic-use 
import '@fortawesome/fontawesome-free/css/all.css'; 
 
 
 
// To disable the production mode warning 
// "You are running Vue in development mode." in console 
Vue.config.productionTip = false 
 
 
// Every Vue application starts by creating a new Vue instance with the Vue function 
// We parse our router and storage as options 
new Vue({ 
    router, 
    store, // Remove vuex - storage?? 
    render: h => h(App) 
}).$mount('#app') // => We mount the component ./App.vue that was imported in top of this 
page, continue to this file.. 

 

11.1.3 Step 2 – src/App.vue 
<!-- This is the base component in our frontend application 
and also a typical structure of a Vue component, with the 
 
<template> == HTML code, 
Builds the structure of a web page and its content 
https://developer.mozilla.org/sv-SE/docs/Learn/Getting_started_with_the_web/HTML_basics --> 
 
<template> 
    <div id="app"> 
 
        <!-- TopNavbar component, imported from src/components/Navbars/TopNavbar.vue 
        By adding the navbar component in this base or root component it will be 
        displayed on all pages --> 
        <Navbar /> 
 
        <!-- The <router-view> component is a functional component that renders the matched 
component for the given path. 
        Look in the file ./router.js to see the next component that will be rendered! --> 
        <router-view /> 
 
  </div> 
</template> 
 
 
<!-- 
<script> == JavaScript code 
JavaScript (JS) is a programming language mostly used to dynamically script webpages on the 
client side. 
JavaScript is mostly used in the browser, enabling developers to manipulate webpage content 
through the DOM, 
(The DOM - Document Object Model is a document model loaded in the browser and representing 
the document as a node tree)  --> 
<script> 
 
// We need to import the Navbar component from src/components/Navbars/TopNavbar.vue 
import Navbar from '@/components/Navbars/TopNavbar.vue' 
 
// If the component is exported with 'export default' the 
// components options will be submitted when the component is called on 
// https://vuejs.org/v2/guide/components-registration.html 
export default { 
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    components: { 
        Navbar 
    } 
} 
</script> 
 
 
<!-- 
The general css code used in the complete application is imported in main.js (bootstrap and 
fontawesome), 
in each component we therfore use the <style scoped> tag that implements css code only in 
that specific component 
if scoped is removed the css code is used for the complete application  --> 
<style scoped> 
</style> 
 

11.1.4 Step 3 – src/router.js 
/* 
 * Dynamic Route Matching 
 */ 
 
 // https://router.vuejs.org/guide/essentials/dynamic-matching.html#dynamic-route-matching 
 
import Vue from 'vue' 
import Router from 'vue-router' 
 
// We only load one component by default 
// The rest of the components is loaded when needed (a.k.a lazy loading 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lazy_loading) 
import Home from './views/Home.vue' 
 
 
// Install Vue.js plugin Router 
Vue.use(Router) 
 
export default new Router({ 
    // The default mode for vue-router is hash mode - it uses the URL hash to simulate a full 
URL so that the page won't be reloaded when the URL changes. 
    // To get rid of the hash, we can use the router's history mode 
    // When using history mode, the URL will look "normal," e.g. http://oursite.com/user/id. 
    // But for this to work we need to update the server configuration, see below link how to 
configure an IIS-server 
    // https://router.vuejs.org/guide/essentials/history-mode.html#internet-information-
services-iis 
    mode: 'history', 
 
 
    base: process.env.BASE_URL, 
    routes: [ 
        { 
            path: '/', // Root path that will add the Home component (src/views/Home.vue in 
App.vue) 
            name: 'home', 
            component: Home 
        }, 
        { 
            // We define route parameters with ':' 
            // https://router.vuejs.org/guide/essentials/passing-props.html#passing-props-to-
route-components 
            // Except from the root route we use lazy loading. 
            // Lacy loading means that we do not load the component until it is called for. 
            // https://router.vuejs.org/guide/advanced/lazy-loading.html 
            path: '/kit/:line', 
            name: 'kitting', 
            component: () => import('./views/Kitting.vue') 
        }, 
        { 
            path: '/prodplan/:line', 
            name: 'prodplan', 
            component: () => import('./views/Prodplan.vue') 
        }, 
        { 
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            path: '/readme', 
            name: 'readme', 
            component: () => import('./views/Readme.vue') 
        }, 
        { 
            path: '/:department', 
            name: 'department', 
            component: () => import('./views/Department.vue') 
        } 
  ] 
}) 
 

11.1.5 Step 4 – view/Kitting.vue 
<template> 
    <!-- Use .container-fluid for a full width container, spanning the entire width of the 
viewport. --> 
    <!-- https://getbootstrap.com/docs/4.0/layout/overview/#containers --> 
    <div class="container-fluid"> 
 
        <!-- Bootstrap’s grid system uses a series of containers, rows, and columns to layout 
and align content --> 
        <!-- https://getbootstrap.com/docs/4.0/layout/grid/ --> 
        <div class="row"> 
 
            <!-- The page width is divided inte 12 columns, 
            for full width we create 1 column with with 12/12 of the total width and margin 
bottom (mb-3) i set to 1 rem  --> 
            <div class="col-12 mb-3"> 
 
                <!-- To increase the normal h1 (header 1) font size, the class display-6 was 
added 
                https://getbootstrap.com/docs/4.0/content/typography/#display-headings --> 
                <!-- To secure that the department parameter always will be in uppder case, 
the class text-uppercase was added 
                https://getbootstrap.com/docs/4.0/utilities/text/#text-transform --> 
                <!-- “Mustache” syntax (double curly braces) is used to bind data to the 
corresponding data object defined below --> 
                <h1 class="display-6 text-uppercase">{{ department }} - Kitning</h1> 
            </div> 
        </div> 
 
        <div class="row"> 
            <div class="col-12"> 
                <!-- In this row we call for component Kitting, this component has been 
                imported in the script section further down from 
src/components/Tables/Kitting.vue --> 
                <Kitting /> 
            </div> 
        </div> 
 
  </div> 
</template> 
 
<script> 
// Import component Kitting from src/components/Tables/Kitting.vue 
import Kitting from '@/components/Tables/Kitting.vue' 
 
 
// A component`s options is defined 
export default { 
 
    // Name of the component 
    // strongly recommend following the W3C rules for custom tag names 
    // https://html.spec.whatwg.org/multipage/custom-elements.html#valid-custom-element-name 
    name: 'kitting', 
 
    // This components dependencies 
    components: { 
        Kitting 
    }, 
 
    // A component’s data option must be a function, 
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    // so that each instance can maintain an independent copy of the returned data object 
    data() { 
        return { 
            department: 'Undefined', // The inital value is set to 'Undefined' 
        }; 
    }, 
 
    // We have a couple of different options to choose from when we want the application 
    // to 'automatically' trigger for example an method. 
    // beforeCreate, created, beforeMount, mounted, beforeUpdate, updated, beforeDestroy, 
destroyed 
    // https://vuejs.org/v2/guide/instance.html#Lifecycle-Diagram 
    // Below we use the created lifecycle trigger to update the department parameter 
    // From the route object properties we fetch the line parameter 
    // https://router.vuejs.org/api/#route-object-properties 
    created() { 
        this.setDepartment(this.$route.params.line); 
    }, 
 
 
 
    // A Vue method is a function associated with the Vue instance. 
    // Methods are defined inside the `methods` property. 
    // https://flaviocopes.com/vue-methods/ 
    methods: { 
 
        // A method to set the department parameter 
        setDepartment(line) { 
            this.department = line; 
        } 
    } 
} 
</script> 
 
<!-- 
The general css code used in the complete application is imported in main.js (bootstrap and 
fontawesome), 
in each component we therfore use the <style scoped> tag that implements css code only in 
that specific component 
if scoped is removed the css code is used for the complete application  --> 
<style scoped> 
</style> 
 

11.1.6 Step 5 – components/tables/Kitting.vue 
<template> 
 
    <!-- To display the kitting table a template from Bootstrap is used 
    https://getbootstrap.com/docs/4.0/content/tables/ --> 
    <table width="100%" class="table"> 
 
        <!-- Table head section- thead --> 
        <thead> 
 
            <!-- Table row --> 
            <tr> 
 
                <!-- The <th> tag defines a header cell in a table. --> 
                <!-- We use Vues v-for statement to render a list of items based on the array 
columns. 
                https://vuejs.org/v2/guide/list.html#Mapping-an-Array-to-Elements-with-v-for 
--> 
                <th v-for="column in columns" style="width:0.1%" scope="col"> 
 
                    <!-- To get a nice style on the table header, Bootstrap Card container is 
used 
                    https://getbootstrap.com/docs/4.0/components/card/ --> 
                    <div class="card text-white bg-dark mb-3"> 
                        <div class="card-body text-center p-1"> 
                            <h4 class="card-title">{{ column.name }}</h4> 
                            <p class="card-text mb-0">{{ column.description }}</p> 
                            <p class="card-text">OP: {{ column.op }}</p> 
                        </div> 
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                    </div> 
 
                </th> 
 
            </tr> 
        </thead> 
 
        <!-- Table data section --> 
        <tbody> 
 
            <!-- In the table data section we have 2 loops, the first loop is for each table 
row 
            the second loop is for each table data cell within the row --> 
            <tr v-for="row in kittingStatus"> 
                <td v-for="cell in row" scope="col"> 
 
                    <!-- Each table cell is a button, it`s style differs depending on cell 
status: 
                    cell.visible = if the button at all should be visible 
                    cell.color = the background color of the button 
                    cell.highlighted = if customer painted a special border will appear, see 
style section in the bottom 
 
                    v-on:click is used to trigger the method updateStatus when user do a 
mouse click on the button 
                    When calling on updateStatus will also parse three arguments, the kitting 
wagon number, the manufacturing number and the current status 
                    https://vuejs.org/v2/guide/events.html#Method-Event-Handlers --> 
                    <button type="button" :class="'w-100 btn btn-' + cell.color + ' ' + 
cell.visible + ' ' + cell.highlighted" v-on:click="updateStatus(cell.kittingWagon, cell.mfno, 
cell.status)"> 
                        {{ cell.mfno }}<br>{{ cell.name }} 
                    </button> 
                </td> 
            </tr> 
        </tbody> 
    </table> 
 
</template> 
 
<script> 
 
// The table header column names is stored in the configuration file src/confiv/kitting.json 
import content from '@/config/kitting.json' 
 
 
export default { 
    name: "kitting-table", 
 
    data() { 
        return { 
            department: '',     // The department name/line to used in the api-request 
            columns: [],        // Table headings fetched from config file 
            kittingStatus: [],  // Kitting wagon info/status, fecthed from kitting-api 
            enableEvent: true,  // Boolean used to stop multiple events if user double click 
            buttonContent: '',  // Store button content while replacing it with spinner 
during update 
            triggedEvent: '',   // Save event that triggered the updateStatus method 
            polling: null       // Used to disable setInterval when destroying component 
        }; 
    }, 
 
 
    // When the component is mounted we trigger a couple activities 
    // to fetch data to be used in the component 
    created() { 
 
        // Set property department according to route parameter 
        this.department = this.$route.params.line; 
 
        // Fetch table headings from kitting config 
        this.getColumns(); 
 
        // Fetch kitting information from Kitting API 
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        this.getKittingStatus(); 
 
        // Start automatically updates every 60 second 
        this.startInterval(); 
    }, 
 
    // Because this is a single page application, the setInterval will keep running 
    // if we navigated to another page, so to stop the updates we need to clearInterval 
    // https://renatello.com/vue-js-polling-using-setinterval/ 
    beforeDestroy () { 
        clearInterval(this.polling); 
    }, 
 
    methods: { 
 
        /** 
         * Get table heading from config file and place it in 
         * the content from config file is already imported to parameter content 
         */ 
 
        getColumns: function () { 
            let that = this; 
            that.columns = content[that.department].columns 
        }, 
 
 
        /** 
         * Fetch current kitting status from Kitting api 
         */ 
 
        getKittingStatus: function () { 
            let that = this; 
 
            // the api base url is fetched from config file 
            let baseUrl = content["urlKittingApi"]; 
 
            // by adding the department to the url-string the api request url is complete 
            // to avoid cache a random number is added to the url 
            let url = baseUrl + that.department + '?' + Math.random(); 
 
            // The Fetch function provides a interface for accessing and manipulating parts 
of the HTTP pipeline, such as requests and responses. 
            // It also provides a global fetch() method that provides a way to fetch 
resources asynchronously across the network 
            // https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/Fetch_API/Using_Fetch 
            fetch(url) 
            .then(function(response) { 
                return response.json(); 
            }) 
            .then(function(result) { 
 
                that.kittingStatus = result; 
 
                // If getKittingStatus has been trigger by the updateStatus 
                // method and the enableEvent is false then enable 
                // a new event and restore button content 
                if (!that.enableEvent) { 
                    that.triggedEvent.target.innerHTML = that.buttonContent; 
                    that.enableEvent = true; // enable new event click 
                } 
 
            }); 
        }, 
 
 
 
        /** 
         * Timer function that every 60 second triggers the method getKittingStatus 
         */ 
        startInterval: function () { 
            // https://developer.mozilla.org/en-
US/docs/Web/API/WindowOrWorkerGlobalScope/setInterval 
            this.polling = setInterval(() => { 
                this.getKittingStatus(); 
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                console.log("Data fetched from " + content["urlKittingApi"] + 
this.department); 
            }, 60000); 
        }, 
 
 
 
 
        /** 
         * Update kitting wagon status 
         * @param {int} kittingWagon    - The kitting wagon number. 
         * @param {int} mfno            - The manufacturing number. 
         * @param {int} status          - The current status. 
         */ 
        updateStatus: function (kittingWagon, mfno, status) { 
            let that = this; 
 
            // To avoid multiple request during execution 
            // the parameter enableEvent is used to disable 
            // the method form being triggered again during execution 
            if (that.enableEvent) { 
 
                // Temporary disable call to method 
                that.enableEvent = false; 
 
                // Save information about the event that was triggered (which kitting wagon) 
                // in a temporary parameter, this because another event could be triggered 
during execution 
                that.triggedEvent = event; 
 
 
                // Save button information (mfno, machine) in a temporary parameter 
                // and replace this information with a spinning icon during execution 
                that.buttonContent = event.target.innerHTML; 
                that.triggedEvent.target.innerHTML = "<i class='fa fa-spinner fa-spin fa-
3x'></i>"; 
 
                // The api url is fetched from config file 
                var url = content["urlKittingApi"]; 
 
                // Create data array to send with Api Post Request 
                var data = { 
                    mfno: mfno, 
                    kittingWagon: kittingWagon, 
                    status: status 
                }; 
 
                // Use Fetch() for POST data to API 
                // https://developer.mozilla.org/en-
US/docs/Web/API/Fetch_API/Using_Fetch#Supplying_request_options 
                fetch(url, { 
                    method: 'POST', 
                    body: JSON.stringify(data), // data can be `string` or {object}! 
                    headers:{ 
                        'Content-Type': 'application/json' 
                    } 
                }).then(res => res.json()) 
                .then(response => console.log('Success:', JSON.stringify(response))) 
                .catch(error => console.error('Error:', error)); 
 
                // After update trigger method getKittingStatus for fetching 
                // updated data 
                that.getKittingStatus(); 
            } 
        } 
    } 
}; 
 
</script> 
 
 
<style scoped> 
 
    /* Add color to the button default border */ 
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    .btn { 
        border-color: lightgrey; 
    } 
 
    /* Text color is set to black (default white) */ 
    .btn-success, .btn-danger { 
        color: black; 
    } 
 
    /* For kitting wagon highlighted with customer-painted add red top border */ 
    .customer-painted { 
        border-top: 2px solid lightcoral; 
    } 
</style> 
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 Guideline – Backend 
11.2.1 Introduction page 
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11.2.2 Step 1 – index.php 
 
<?php 
 
/* 
 * SETTING UP THE APPLICATION 
 */ 
 
// To handle the incoming requests and outgoing respons to the client we use PSR-7: HTTP 
message interfaces 
// https://www.php-fig.org/psr/psr-7/#1-specification 
use \Psr\Http\Message\ServerRequestInterface as Request; 
use \Psr\Http\Message\ResponseInterface as Response; 
 
 
// We import this textfilter-converter, it converts text written in markdown to html. 
// In this application we use it to render the readme.md page in the browser 
// https://github.com/michelf/php-markdown 
// https://www.markdownguide.org/basic-syntax/ 
use Michelf\Markdown; 
 
 
// An autoloader helps keeping track of the different namespaces (files). 
// For example, without the autoloader the namespace \Slim would not been recognized. 
require 'src/vendor/autoload.php'; 
 
 
 
/* 
 * 
 * BOOTSTRAP SLIM 3 FRAMEWORK 
 * http://www.slimframework.com/docs/ 
 * 
 * Here we initiate the framework application 
 * 
 */ 
 
// Configuration array 
// Returns array with application unique configuration settings. 
// Open file config/settings.php to see its content 
$settings = require 'config/settings.php'; 
 
// Bootstraps the Slim framework, this to be able to access 
// the build in features that's available within the framework 
// the features is stored in the variable $app 
$app = new \Slim\App($settings); 
 
 
 
/* 
 * 
 * SERVICE CONTAINER / Dependency injection 
 * https://www.slimframework.com/docs/v3/concepts/di.html 
 * 
 * By adding user specified services in the container we can call on them when ever we need 
them 
 * We also use the container to store our user specific configuration parameters 
 * 
 */ 
 
 // Here we call for the container from the framework and place it in a variable 
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 $container = $app->getContainer(); 
 
// We add our user specific configs into the container 
// This must be the first we add to the container cause some of the 
// other services might depend on this data 
$config = require 'config/config.php'; 
$container['config'] = $config; 
 
// Returns an array with all user specific services we want to have in our service container 
// Open file config/di.php to see its content 
$di = require 'config/di.php'; 
 
// Loop through the configuration array and add the different services to the container 
// Function foreach is used => http://php.net/manual/en/control-structures.foreach.php 
foreach ($di as $service => $value) { 
    $container[$service] = $value; 
} 
 
 
 
/* 
 * 
 * Setting up CORS 
 * http://www.slimframework.com/docs/v3/cookbook/enable-cors.html 
 * 
 * 
 * Cross-origin resource sharing (CORS) is a mechanism that allows restricted resources on a 
web page 
 * The asterix * below enables responses to all request and all possible methods is allowed 
 * 
 * This is a middleware, this means that all responses passes this method and 
 * below header is added to all response objects 
 * 
 */ 
 
 $app->add(function ($request, $response, $next) { 
     $response = $next($request, $response); 
     return $response 
             ->withHeader('Access-Control-Allow-Origin', '*') 
             ->withHeader('Access-Control-Allow-Headers', 'X-Requested-With, Content-Type, 
Accept, Origin, Authorization') 
             ->withHeader('Access-Control-Allow-Methods', 'GET, POST, PUT, DELETE, PATCH, 
OPTIONS'); 
 }); 
 
 
 
/* 
 * 
 * ROUTE HANDLER 
 * https://www.slimframework.com/docs/v3/objects/router.html 
 * 
 * Here we catch any incoming server request and decide what to do with them. 
 * In all cases except the root path '/' we send the request forward to a controller. 
 * 
 * A controller acts like a middleman, it controlls which methods to call on 
 * to recieve the required response. It also sends the response back to the client. 
 * 
 * There are a set of different request methods to indicate the desired action 
 * to be performed. The most common are: 
 * 
 * The GET method requests a representation of the specified resource. Requests using GET 
should only retrieve data. 
 * The POST method is used to submit an entity to the specified resource, often causing a 
change in state or side effects on the server. 
 * The PUT method replaces all current representations of the target resource with the 
request payload. 
 * The DELETE method deletes the specified resource. 
 * For more information, see: 
 * https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTTP/Methods 
 * http://www.slimframework.com/docs/v3/objects/request.html#the-request-method 
 * 
 */ 
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// Index route 
 
// Renders the README-md file as html-code 
// Function file_get_contents is used => http://php.net/manual/en/function.file-get-
contents.php 
$app->get('/', function (Request $request, Response $response) { 
 
    $readme = file_get_contents("./README.md"); 
    return $response->write(Markdown::defaultTransform($readme)); 
}); 
 
// GET kitting/ 
 
// The path kitting/ calls on the controller KittingController 
// and the method line (see file src/classes/KittingController.php) 
// {line} is a mandatory argument and needs to be parsed in URL 
// The request method needs to be a GET-request 
$app->get('/{line}', '\KittingController:line'); 
 
// POST kitting/ 
 
// The path kitting/ also calls on the controller KittingController 
// but the method update (see file src/classes/KittingController.php) 
$app->post('/', '\KittingController:update'); 
 
 
/* 
 * RUN APPLICATION 
 */ 
 
$app->run(); 

 

11.2.3 Step 2 – src/classes/KittingController.php 
 
<?php 
 
use Psr\Container\ContainerInterface; 
 
/* 
* Controller for the path '/kitting/' 
* A controller works as a middle man that request and collects information 
* from different functions and as the final task replies/responds with the 
* collected information 
 * 
 */ 
 
class KittingController 
{ 
    // Class properties must be defined as public, private, or protected. 
    // Public members can be accessed everywhere. 
    // Protected members can be accessed only within the class itself and by inheriting and 
parent classes. 
    // Members declared as private may only be accessed by the class that defines the member. 
    // http://php.net/manual/en/language.oop5.visibility.php 
    private $container; 
    private $logger; 
    private $db; 
 
 
   /* 
    * Constructor 
    * 
    * Classes which have a constructor method call this method on each newly-created object 
    * http://php.net/manual/en/language.oop5.decon.php 
    * 
    */ 
    public function __construct(ContainerInterface $container) { 
 
        // Store objects as class properties to easily 
        // be accessed by all methods within this class 
        $this->container    = $container; 
        $this->logger       = $container->get("logger"); 
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        $this->db           = $container->get("db"); 
   } 
 
   /** 
    * 
    * Handle the route GET /kitting/{line} 
    * Gather information about current kitting status 
    * 
    * @param object $request    - client request 
    * @param object $response   - server response 
    * @param array $args        - arguments passed in route 
    * 
    * @return object returns a response with kitting status in json format 
    */ 
 
    public function line($request, $response, $args) { 
 
        // Initiate a new kitting object 
        // The class Kitting should contain the logic methods 
        $kitting = new Kitting($this->container); 
 
        // Fetch attributes 
        // Ensure that argument are in lowercase 
http://php.net/manual/en/function.strtolower.php 
        $line = strtolower($args['line']); 
 
        // Set line in kitting object by using the method setLine 
        $kitting->setLine($line); 
 
        /// Check if valid line argument 
        // Use if statement to control structure http://php.net/manual/en/control-
structures.else.php 
        // If none valid request, return a 400 'Bad Request' HTML-code 
        if (!$kitting->check()) { 
 
            // Write to Log 
            $this->logger->addInfo('400 Bad Request', ['line' => $line]); 
 
            // If invalid argument we send a Bad Request Response 
            // Read more about HTML Status Codes at 
https://www.w3.org/Protocols/rfc2616/rfc2616-sec10.html 
            return $response->withStatus(400); 
        } 
 
 
        // Fetch prodplan for specific line, save result as a kitting class property 
        $kitting->getProdplan(); 
 
        // Create an array based on the production plan, with default values 
        // save array as a kitting class public property 
        $kitting->createKittingArray(); 
 
        // If already existing kitting wagons in db, fetch current status 
        // a kitting wagon is not stored in db before first time a new status is set 
        // save status array as a kitting class public property 
        $kitting->getStatus(); 
 
        // Loop through the array and for each kitting wagon check 
        // 1) for speciell exceptions where the kitting wagon should not be visible (for 
example if urea kit or not depending on engine) 
        // 2) if any kitting wagon should be highligted (for example opds contains part of 
the word 'Kundmålning') 
        // 3) if status available in db, then replace default status 
        $kitting->updateArray(); 
 
 
        // Write to Log before sending response 
        $this->logger->addInfo('200 OK', ['method' => 'GET', 'line' => $line]); 
 
        /** Return response in JSON */ 
        // Read more about JSON at https://www.w3schools.com/whatis/whatis_json.asp 
        return $response->withJson($kitting->kittingArray); 
    } 
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    /** 
     * 
     * Handle the route POST /production/ 
     * Updates kitting wagon status 
     * 
     * @param object $request - client request 
     * @param object $response - server response 
     * 
     * @return object returns respons in json format 
     */ 
 
     public function update($request, $response) { 
 
         // Fetch attributes from request body 
         // http://www.slimframework.com/docs/v3/objects/request.html#the-request-body 
         $reqBody = $request->getParsedBody(); 
 
         // Fetch manufacturing number 
         $mfno = $reqBody['mfno']; 
 
         // Fetch kitting wagon number 
         $kittingWagon = $reqBody['kittingWagon']; 
 
         // Fetch old status 
         $oldStatus = $reqBody['status']; 
 
         // Initiate a new kitting object 
         // The class Kitting should contain the logic methods 
         $kitting = new Kitting($this->container); 
 
         // Toggle kitting wagon status, 
         // Not started -> Started -> Finished -> Stopped 
         $newStatus = $kitting->toggleStatus($oldStatus); 
 
         // Update db with new kitting wagon status 
         $kitting->updateStatus($mfno, $kittingWagon, $newStatus); 
 
         // Write to Log before sending response 
         $this->logger->addInfo('200 OK', ['method' => 'POST', 'mfno' => $mfno, 
'kittingWagon' => $kittingWagon, 'oldStatus' => $oldStatus, 'newStatus' => $newStatus]); 
 
         // Return response in JSON 
         // Read more about JSON at https://www.w3schools.com/whatis/whatis_json.asp 
         return $response->withJson(["mfno" => $mfno, "kittingWagon" => $kittingWagon, 
"status" => $newStatus]); 
 
     } 
} 
 
 

11.2.4 Step 3 – src/classes/Kitting.php 
 
<?php 
 
/** 
* 
* Class collecting logic methods for fetching 
* and updating kitting wagon status 
* The method calls should be made by the controller 
* 
*/ 
class Kitting 
{ 
 
    // Class properties must be defined as public, private, or protected. 
    // Public members can be accessed everywhere. 
    // Protected members can be accessed only within the class itself and by 
inheriting and parent classes. 
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    // Members declared as private may only be accessed by the class that 
defines the member. 
    // http://php.net/manual/en/language.oop5.visibility.php 
    protected $config; 
    protected $logger; 
    protected $db; 
 
    protected $line; 
    protected $prodplan; 
    protected $currentStatus; 
 
    public $kittingArray; 
 
 
    /* 
     * Constructor 
     * 
     * Classes which have a constructor method call this method on each newly-
created object 
     * http://php.net/manual/en/language.oop5.decon.php 
     * 
     */ 
     public function __construct($container) { 
 
         // Store objects as class properties to easily 
         // be accessed by all methods within this class 
        $this->logger   = $container->get("logger"); 
        $this->db       = $container->get("db"); 
        $this->config   = $container->get("config"); 
 
    } 
 
    /** 
     * Set line as an class property 
     * 
     * @param string $line line to fetch kitting wagon status for. 
     * 
     * @return void 
     */ 
    public function setLine($line) { 
 
        $this->line = $line; 
    } 
 
 
    /** 
     * Check that the argument line is a valid choice 
     * 
     * @param string $line line to fetch kitting wagon status for. 
     * 
     * @return boolean either true or false 
     */ 
    public function check() { 
 
        // Fetch valid lines array from config/config.php lines 
        $validLines = $this->config['lines']; 
 
        // array_key_exists — Checks if the given key or index exists in the 
array 
        // http://php.net/manual/en/function.array-key-exists.php 
        // It will return true or false 
        return array_key_exists($this->line, $validLines); 
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    } 
 
 
 
 
    /** 
    * 
    * Fetch prodplan for specific line 
    * save result as a kitting class property 
    * 
    */ 
    public function getProdplan() { 
 
        // Get line attributes from array line 
        $stations = $this->config['lines'][$this->line]["stations"]; 
        $newOrdersToShow = 
$this->config['lines'][$this->line]["newOrdersToShow"]; 
 
        // Numbers of orders to recieve 
        // It is calculated based on number of stations on the line and 
        // how many orders to start that should be visible 
        $limit = $stations + $newOrdersToShow; 
 
        // Set default value on parameter to store 
        // this if none available 
        $prodplan = null; 
 
        // Get url to prodplan-api from config/config.php 
        $baseUrl = $this->config['urlProdplan']; 
 
        // Concatenate base url with the line and limit to create 
        // api-url for a specific line (. equals + in PHP) 
        $url = $baseUrl . $this->line . '/' . $limit; 
 
        // Use cUrl to fetch API-request 
        $resultset = $this->getUrlContent($url); 
 
        // If resultset does not equal false 
        // fetch mfno from response 
        if ($resultset) { 
 
            // json_decode => Takes a JSON encoded string and converts it into 
a PHP variable 
            // http://php.net/manual/en/function.json-decode.php 
            // for more information about JSON read https://www.json.org/ 
            $prodplan = json_decode($resultset); 
        } 
 
        // Set prodplan as a class property 
        $this->prodplan = $prodplan; 
    } 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    /** 
     * 
     * Create an array based on the production plan, with default values 
     * save array as a kitting class public property 
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     * 
     */ 
    public function createKittingArray() { 
 
 
        // Get line attributes from array line 
        $stations = $this->config['lines'][$this->line]["stations"]; 
        $newOrdersToShow = 
$this->config['lines'][$this->line]["newOrdersToShow"]; 
        $kittingWagonArray = 
$this->config['lines'][$this->line]["kittingWagons"]; 
 
        // Get prodplan from class property 
        $prodplan = $this->prodplan; 
 
        // Get maximal offset parameter from kitting wagon array. 
        // The offset parameter is the value identifing which manufacturing 
number a specific 
        // kitting wagon should have compared with kitting wagon in first 
station. 
        // For example the kitting wagon for station 1 has offset value = 0, 
the kitting wagon 
        // for station 2 is the next takt had therfor has the offset value = 
1. 
        $maxOffset = max(array_column($kittingWagonArray, 'offset')); 
 
        // Number of rows in the array is calculated (+1 is because offset is 
stated from 0 and not from 1) 
        $rows = $newOrdersToShow + $maxOffset + 1; 
 
        // Number of columns depands of number of kitting wagons 
        $columns = sizeof($kittingWagonArray); 
 
        // Set default value on parameter kittingArray 
        $kittingArray = []; 
 
        // Iterate over all rows 
        for ($row = 1; $row <= $rows ; $row++) { 
 
            // Iterate over all columns 
            for ($column = 1; $column <= $columns; $column++) { 
 
                // Fetch the offset value from the config array 
                $offset = $kittingWagonArray[$column - 1]['offset']; 
 
                // Fetch the kitting wagon number from the config array 
                $kittingWagon = $kittingWagonArray[$column - 
1]['kittingWagon']; 
 
                // From prodplan get machine information, prodplan[0] = 
machine in last station on the line 
                // First calculate which row/position i the prodplan the data 
should be collected from 
                $prodplanPosition = $stations - $offset + $row - 1 - 1; // -2 
compensate row=1 as start value and prodplan[0] 
 
                // Use the isset function together with a ternary operator to 
verify that machine is available and that we havn't reached the end of the 
prodplan 
                // https://www.php.net/manual/en/function.isset.php 
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                // 
https://www.php.net/manual/en/language.operators.comparison.php#language.opera
tors.comparison.ternary 
                $machine = isset($prodplan[$prodplanPosition]) ? 
$prodplan[$prodplanPosition] : false; 
 
                // Add information into the kittingWagonArray 
                $kittingArray[$row][$column]['mfno'] = $machine ? 
$machine->MFNO : null; 
                $kittingArray[$row][$column]['name'] = $machine ? explode(" ", 
$machine->NAME)[1] : null; 
                $kittingArray[$row][$column]['desc'] = $machine ? 
$machine->DESC : null; 
                $kittingArray[$row][$column]['info'] = $machine ? 
$machine->INFO : null; 
 
                $kittingArray[$row][$column]['kittingWagon'] = $kittingWagon; 
 
                $kittingArray[$row][$column]['status'] = $machine ? 0 : null; 
                $kittingArray[$row][$column]['color'] = $machine ? 'light' : 
null; 
 
                $kittingArray[$row][$column]['visible'] = $machine ? null : 
"d-none"; 
                $kittingArray[$row][$column]['highlighted'] = null; 
            } 
        } 
 
        // Set kittingArray as a class property 
        $this->kittingArray = $kittingArray; 
    } 
 
    /** 
    * Get current kitting wagon status from db. 
    * save result as a kitting class property 
    * 
    * 2019-04-14 // M Holmersson // Added Color in SQL - Select statement 
    * 2019-03-02 // M Holmersson // Added the possibility to fetch multiple                      
mfnos, 
    * Changed SQL - Where statement = to IN and created new variable 
mfnos_comma_separated   
    * 
    * 
    */ 
    public function getStatus() { 
 
        // From the prodplan array fetch only the manufacturing numbers column 
        // https://www.php.net/manual/en/function.array-column.php 
        $mfnos = array_column($this->prodplan, 'MFNO'); 
 
        // Convert the array with manufacturing number to a comma separated 
string to be used in SQL-query 
        // https://www.php.net/manual/en/function.implode.php 
        $mfnos_comma_separated = implode(",", $mfnos); 
 
 
 
        // Create SQL-statement 
        // For basic knowledge about SQL see https://www.w3schools.com/sql/ 
        $sql = "SELECT Mfno, KittingWagon, Status, Color 
        FROM KittingWagonStatus 
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        INNER JOIN KittingStatus On KittingWagonStatus.Status = 
KittingStatus.Id 
        WHERE Mfno IN ($mfnos_comma_separated)"; 
 
        // Execute statement 
        // http://php.net/manual/en/pdo.query.php 
        $stmt = $this->db->query($sql); 
 
        // Fetch resultset 
        // fetchAll - Returns an array containing all of the result set rows 
        // For other possibilites see 
http://php.net/manual/en/class.pdostatement.php#class.pdostatement 
        $results = $stmt->fetchAll(); 
 
        // Set currentStatus as a class property 
        $this->currentStatus = $results; 
    } 
 
 
    /** 
    * Update kitting array 
    * 
    * Loop through the array and for each kitting wagon check 
    * 1) for speciell exceptions where the kitting wagon should not be visible 
(for example if urea kit or not depending on engine) 
    * 2) if any kitting wagon should be highlighted (for example opds contains 
part of the word 'Kundmålning') 
    * 3) if status available in db, then replace default status 
    * 
    * The result is an updated kittingArray stored as class property 
    */ 
    public function updateArray() { 
 
        // Get line attributes from array line 
        $exceptions = $this->config['lines'][$this->line]["exceptions"]; 
        $highlights = $this->config['lines'][$this->line]["highlights"]; 
 
        // Get kitting array from class property 
        $kittingArray = $this->kittingArray; 
 
        // Iterate over all rows 
        // Use function count to count rows in array 
        // https://www.php.net/manual/en/function.count.php 
        // https://www.php.net/manual/en/control-structures.for.php 
        for ($row = 1; $row <= count($kittingArray); $row++) { 
 
            // Iterate over all columns 
            for ($column = 1; $column <= count($kittingArray[$row]); 
$column++) { 
 
 
                // Check if the cell meet any of the exceptions 
                // https://www.php.net/manual/en/control-
structures.foreach.php 
                foreach ($exceptions as $exception) { 
 
                    if ($kittingArray[$row][$column]['kittingWagon'] == 
$exception['kittingWagon']) { 
 
                        // Use switch to check what kind of exception that is 
needed 
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                        // https://www.php.net/manual/en/control-
structures.switch.php 
                        switch ($exception['method']) { 
 
                            case 'strpos': 
                            // strpos is used to check is a certain substrings 
exists within description 
                            // 
https://www.php.net/manual/en/function.strpos.php 
                            if (strpos($kittingArray[$row][$column]['desc'], 
$exception['desc']) !== false) { 
                                $kittingArray[$row][$column]['visible'] = "d-
none"; 
                            } 
                            break; 
 
 
                            case 'substring': 
                            // substr is used to check if a certain substring 
exist on specific location within a string 
                             // 
https://www.php.net/manual/en/function.substr.php 
                            if 
(substr($kittingArray[$row][$column]['desc'],$exception['start'],$exception['l
ength']) !== $exception['desc']) { 
                                $kittingArray[$row][$column]['visible'] = "d-
none"; 
                            } 
                            break; 
                        } 
                    } 
 
                } 
 
 
                // Check if the cell meet any of the highlight 
                foreach ($highlights as $highlight) { 
 
                    if 
(strpos(strtolower($kittingArray[$row][$column]['info']), 
$highlight['info']) !== false) { 
                        $kittingArray[$row][$column]['highlighted'] = 
$highlight['highlighted']; 
                    } 
 
                } 
 
 
                // Update cell status 
                foreach ($this->currentStatus as $status) { 
 
                    if ($kittingArray[$row][$column]['mfno'] == 
$status['Mfno'] && $kittingArray[$row][$column]['kittingWagon'] == 
$status['KittingWagon'] ) { 
                        $kittingArray[$row][$column]['status'] = 
$status['Status']; 
                        $kittingArray[$row][$column]['color'] = 
$status['Color']; 
                    } 
                } 
 
            } 
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        } 
 
        // Update class property kittingArray 
        $this->kittingArray = $kittingArray; 
    } 
 
 
 
    /** 
    * 
    * Toggle kitting wagon status 
    * Not started -> Started -> Finished -> Stopped 
    * 
    * @param string $oldStatus current status on kitting wagon 
    * 
    * @return int with new kitting wagon status 
    */ 
    public function toggleStatus($oldStatus) { 
        $oldStatus = (int)$oldStatus; 
 
        // Use switch case to toggle status 
        switch ($oldStatus) { 
            case 3: 
                return 0; 
            break; 
 
            default: 
                return $oldStatus + 1; 
            break; 
        } 
    } 
 
 
 
    /** 
    * 
    * Update database with new kitting wagon status 
    * First check if mfno + kitting wagon exist in db if so update status 
    * else insert mfno + kitting wagon + status 
    * 
    * @param int $mfno manufacturing number. 
    * @param int $kittingWagon, kitting wagon to be updated. 
    * @param int $newStatus, the new status to be updated in db. 
    * 
    * @return array with status and resultset (or error message) 
    */ 
    public function updateStatus($mfno, $kittingWagon, $newStatus) { 
 
        // Create SQL-statement 
        // For basic knowledge about SQL see https://www.w3schools.com/sql/ 
        $sql = "BEGIN 
                    IF EXISTS(SELECT * FROM dbo.KittingWagonStatus WHERE Mfno 
= '$mfno' AND KittingWagon = '$kittingWagon') 
                        UPDATE dbo.KittingWagonStatus SET Status = 
'$newStatus', Changed = GETDATE() WHERE Mfno = '$mfno' AND KittingWagon = 
'$kittingWagon' 
                    ELSE 
                        INSERT INTO KittingWagonStatus (Mfno, KittingWagon, 
Status) 
                        VALUES ('$mfno', '$kittingWagon', '$newStatus') 
                END"; 
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        // Execute statement 
        // http://php.net/manual/en/pdo.query.php 
        $stmt = $this->db->query($sql); 
 
    } 
 
 
 
 
    /** 
     * cURL is a way you can hit a URL from your code to get a html response 
from it. 
     * cURL means client URL which allows you to connect with other URLs and 
use their responses in your code 
     * 
     * @param string $url url to fetch html response from. 
     * 
     * @return array|boolean array with takt information or false if response 
not valid 
     */ 
    private function getUrlContent($url){ 
 
        // Initializes a new session and return a cURL handle 
        // for use with the curl_setopt(), curl_exec(), and curl_close() 
functions 
        // http://php.net/manual/en/function.curl-init.php 
        $ch = curl_init(); 
 
        // Sets an option on the given cURL session handle 
        // http://php.net/manual/en/function.curl-setopt.php 
        curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_URL, $url); 
        curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_USERAGENT, 'Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 
6.0; Windows NT 5.1; .NET CLR 1.1.4322)'); 
        curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_RETURNTRANSFER, 1); 
        curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_CONNECTTIMEOUT, 5); 
        curl_setopt($ch, CURLOPT_TIMEOUT, 5); 
 
        // Execute the given cURL session. 
        // This function should be called after initializing a cURL session 
        // and all the options for the session are set 
        // http://php.net/manual/en/function.curl-exec.php 
        $data = curl_exec($ch); 
 
        // Gets information about the last transfer. 
        // http://php.net/manual/en/function.curl-getinfo.php 
        $httpcode = curl_getinfo($ch, CURLINFO_HTTP_CODE); 
 
        // Closes a cURL session and frees all resources. 
        // The cURL handle, ch, is also deleted. 
        // http://php.net/manual/en/function.curl-close.php 
        curl_close($ch); 
 
        // If http response code is between 200 and 300 
        // return dataset otherwise return false. 
        // Instead of if/else statement we use a ternary operator 
        // to determine what to do based on http code 
        // 
http://php.net/manual/en/language.operators.comparison.php#language.operators.
comparison.ternary 
        return ($httpcode >= 200 && $httpcode < 300) ? $data : false; 
    } 
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